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East	  Hull	  Harriers	  
Newsletter 
July	  2015	  
The Winners keep on coming for the Harriers, Matty Hayes wins 
Swaledale Marathon, Alec Gibson is triumphant at the Hull 10k while 
in the Summer League Steve Bateson wins Race 4 the Leven 10k, Mike 
Hargreaves takes Race 5 the Sproatley 7 mile and Alec Gibson wins 
Race 6 Coniston 10k.. The ladies aren’t to be left out with our own 
Mary Carrick winning the Champagne League Race 7 the 6 mile 
Handicap. WELL DONE TO ALL. 

	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
East Hull Champions  
 
Matty Hayes wins the Swaledale 
Marathon with a pb and an equal 
course record while Alec Gibson 
wins the Hull 10k in style. 
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Steve Bateson on his way to winning the Leven 
10k, Mike Hargreaves victorious in the Sproatley 
7 and Mary Carrick (archive photo) who won the 
Grannies Attic Handicap Race over 6 mile.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                              Alec Gibson winning the Hull 10k with  proud Dad Phil Gibson 
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Swaledale Marathon 
 
The 36th Swaledale Marathon was on Saturday 13th June 2015.   
454 participants completed the route. The forecast was spot-on and the forecast 
heavy rain stalled just south of Swaledale, leaving it initially overcast and 'murky' 
on the tops. The cloud lifted during the morning with some brightness in the 
afternoon before some late rain. Congratulations to all finishers especially to 
Matty Hayes for his achievement.  
 
Marathon Salver     
Fastest man Matty Hayes     03.00 
2nd man      Neal Edmond   03.14 
3rd man       Digby Harris    03.15 

  03:00 

    03:14 
    03:15 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Some of our other competitors showing off 
their prowess before racing began. 
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Apologies for the lack of race reports as I cannot print what I don’t know about and with  
the exception of the these two no one has sent any. 
 
 
SLEDMERE SUNSET TRAIL ( here we have 2 takes on this new race one from Keith 
Conkerton and the second from Mike Jackson) 
 
1: A new 10k race for the running calendar has been inaugerated. On Friday 12th June, 
Driffield Striders hosted the Sledmere Sunset Trail in the grounds of Sledmere House. The 
route was a scenic trail around the grounds and surrounding farmland of Sledmere House 
which is situated 7.5 miles NW of Driffield and one that I can thoroughly recommend for its 
level of difficulty, scenic splendour and all round carnival atmosphere. Although only a 
handful of Harriers attended, I'm sure (just like the recent Derwent dash) any that attend in 
future years will not be disappointed.  
 
The course consisted of one short lap of roughly 3.5k, that undulated gently on a chalk path, 
before meandering through grassland and quite dense woods with a few trippy tree roots, then 
across long grass before starting the second lap. The main feature of the second lap was the 
long climb from roughly 5 to 8 km that incorporated farm tracks and an energy sapping 
steady ascent through a grassy vale, before following the last 2 km of the first lap to the finish 
line. The stewarding was fantastic throughout, in both the encouragement they gave and the 
positioning around the course, that ensured nobody could get lost and the finish was 
welcomed with a very nice medal, as much flapjack and water as you could take and a mobile 
disco.  
 
The event was special for me as it was one of the few 
occasions where my wife, daughter and granddaughter 
were able to attend and the support they gave was just 
what the Doctor ordered as I'd been struggling with a 
chest infection recently and been lacking in 
confidence. I'm happy to report that Mike Hargreaves 
gained a podium position, finishing third out of the 
field of 210 runners.  
 
Here are the results for all Harriers that attended : 3rd Mike Hargreaves 35:58 14th Mike 
Jackson 40:20 38th Neil Gordon 44:41 48th Guy Gibson 46:16 62nd Keith Conkerton 48:33 
 
 
Same Race different report. 
 
2: This race replaced the popular Mucky Duck event which was organised by Driffield 
Striders, but was forced to close due to health and safety concerns over certain aspects of the 
course. 
 
The Striders have found a more than adequate course to compensate for the loss of the Mucky 
Duck. The event was run within the grounds of Sledmere House which is located amidst 
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magnificent scenery on the Yorkshire Wolds. The 10km course comprised a short lap of 4km, 
followed by a longer lap of 6km all "off road" with a variety of underfoot terrain comprising 
foot paths, Forrest trails and rough grassland. It also includes a fair serving of hills!  
 
Five EHH members contested the inaugural race which was held in fine weather conditions 
with the underfoot conditions dry and firm. 
 
The race was won by Darryl Davison (Highgate Harriers) in an outstanding time of 35:04. 
Mike Hargreaves led in the harriers when finishing 3rd with a time of 36:00. Next home was 
Mike Jackson 14th (1st over 50) in 40:20, followed by Neil Gorden 38th in 44:43, Guy 
Gibson 48th in 46:22 and Keith Conkerton 62nd in 48;50. The first lady to finish was Sian 
Morgan of the host club, who completed the course in 44:24. 210 competitors finished. 
 
 
The race was well organised with the course marked every kilometre. All the harriers agreed 
that this was an excellent event and would recommend it to any club member who enjoys 
multi terrain events with plenty of hills! 
 
 
 
 
The 30th running of the Askern 10km  ( Mike Jackson) 
 
A huge field of 773 competitors for this evening race held on a rural course which includes 
one or two undulations to break up what is mainly a relatively fast course. The start of the 
race had to be delayed for 15 minutes as more than 200 runners registered on the night to 
supplement the 550 pre-entries. The field included 7 competitors from EHH who faced 
strong  head winds during the first half of the race , but fortunately no rain, as the heavy 
downpours earlier in the day stayed away in the evening. 
 
The men's race was won by Andrew Challenger (Hallamshire Harriers) in a fine winning time 
of 32:12. Mike Jackson finished 64th taking the 2nd V55 prize in a time of 38:40. Mike was 
followed home by Chris Sumpton in 149th in 41:42. Chris reduced his PB by 30 seconds, 
despite the wind and having raced the previous evening in the Summer league. Lee Callanan 
was next home, finishing 181st in 42:50, then Guy Gibson (264th in 45:27).It was good to see 
Tony Payne competing following recent injury problems. Tony finished 379th in a very 
creditable 49:09. 
 
The ladies race was won by Katie Parry (Leeds City AC) in a very fast time of 36:44. Sara 
Rookyard was very close to her recent PB when finishing 5th, winning the 1st V40 prize with 
a time of 39:16. Bev Jackson followed Sara home in 9th place, winning the 1st V55 prize 
with a time of 40:46. 
 Two outstanding runs by Sara and Bev when you consider that 293 ladies completed the 
race. 
 
The race was very well organised by Askern District Running Club. 
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Running Categories (Kelvin Westerman Newsletter Editor) 
Bear in mind that these are my opinions and the way I look at it.  The art of running and 
racing especially for Club Runners falls into 4 categories. 
1, Winners and Achievers.  2, Competitive.  3, Under Achievers or Comfort Runners.  
4, Courageous.                    Taking them one step at a time:- 
 
1. Winners and Achievers :- 
These runners are generally very good no matter what they do and most are natural runners. 
They are capable runners doing very quick times over various distances. These athletes are 
willing to put the time and effort into running to achieve their goals. Commitment is the buzz 
word in this category and winning races or running very close to winning usually starts with 
ability, effort, and the correct mind set to achieve what is required. 
 
2. Competitive :- 
 This bracket contains runners with the ability to push boundaries.  They are capable runners 
in their own right, but not outright winners. They may win category prizes and finish with top 
10 places but find themselves 3-4 minutes behind the best. These runners are also willing to 
put in the time and effort chasing their pb goals and generally improve to a level just behind 
the top category. 
 
3. Under Achievers and Comfort Runners :- 
This area can be sub divided into 2 levels, the first one being runners who are happy to get 
round with the minimum of effort. They enjoy the outing get the adrenalin rush from racing 
but hover around the same times. They race just above the comfort level without actually 
pushing themselves too hard. All they require is to change their mind set and set a slightly 
higher goal and things will happen. The other area in this category is the comfort zone 
runners. This level is running within capabilities putting in just enough effort. The adrenalin 
is still there, the competitiveness is still there, but for various reasons the pain and anguish 
which may occur is banished by running in the comfort zone. You may be in this zone 
because you are happy to compete without the strain on the body and maintain this level, or 
you could have recurring injuries and it’s safer, or like me you have been there got the “T” 
shirt and getting older, so falling back into this category is knowing your limitations. As 
runners get older the Comfort Zone appears naturally whether you’re a 44 minute or a 50 
minute 10k runner the level is maintained for quite a while. The worry is if you try to push 
too hard it goes pear shaped and you’re worse off so you tend to run just below this level. 
 
4, Courageous :- 
This category is actually one of the best. Most runners who are down the field running around 
an hour or more for a 10k are to be admired. They carry on regardless, often finishing miles 
behind the winners and usually on their own. These runners suffer just like the rest of us.  
They have to work for every step and have the never give up attitude. Some lose interest and 
stop running as they become demoralized with the fact they are so far behind, but most grin 
and bear it to the bitter end. Every race they enter becomes similar to a training run as they 
run on their own, some will walk, some will stop, but most show the courage to continue and 
get to the end. All have different reasons for competing, whether it’s a charity run, to get fit 
and lose weight or just to say “I’ve done it”, but all have to be admired and praised for 
they’re effort and commitment.  
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Membership 
  
I am pleased that the active membership continues to grow and at 22/6/15 we have 56 
female members and 134 male members all proudly wearing club colours at the various 
events in the region and beyond. 
  
I would like to offer a warm welcome to the 
following new members:- 
Stuart Buchanan, Danny Wilson,  
Graeme Smith,  Andrea Crawley, David Cracknell, 
Eileen Deyes, Julie Barker, Julie Salvidge, 
Kristopher Hopkins, Tony Goulding, Martin Dean. 
  
Long may the growing membership continue and 
not if but when we reach 200+  we will receive an 
additional London Marathon place.   
Thanks to all for commitment to the Harriers               
                                                                             Paul Nippress  
 
Sports therapy and massage  
 
Hi club members, I'm Vicky, Paul 'Nippy'  Nippress' s  niece. I 
may have met a few of already but I'd like to introduce myself 
to you. 
I am a sports and remedial massage therapist and health & 
Wellbeing consultant.  I have been practising therapy since 
2009. I have previously worked alongside Keith Warner 
(physiotherapist),  I now practice from home. My passion is 
Health & Wellbeing as I myself own and compete with my 
horse so I do understand the physical demands of training and 
focusing on your goals. I try to help athletes and competitors to achieve their goals and 
aspirations. 
I have been down to the Clubhouse the last few Thursdays and my intention is to bring my 
massage table and some of my sports & nutritional products for your perusal. 
I'm proposing to continue my plan of doing 10-15 minutes pre/post massages @ £5 and also I 
am on site to discuss with any of you the sports and nutritional products. 
To arrange an appointment you can either comment on the Facebook post each week on the 
club group page, write your name on the sheet left at the club on Thursday evenings or send 
me a message. 
 
https://www.facebook.com/VictoriaMassageTherapies 
 
 
Best Wishes 
Vicky 
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EHH Annual Barbecue and Fun Day 8th August at the 
Clubhouse.  
 
	  
 
 
 

 
The club BBQ is on Saturday 8th August, with a pack run at 
1 o'clock with the BBQ starting 2:30 ish, it's £2.50 each 
family friends welcome, fetch your own beer. 
If you intend to come and also if your fetching anyone else 
please inform either Matty Hayes or Paul Nippress so they can co-ordinate numbers for the 
catering. 
It's a great afternoon and carries on in Salthouse Tavern after, be great to see loads of new 
members there as well spread the word  
 
 
 
NEW for 2015 EHH Burton Constable 10k 19th July 
 
 
Burton Constable numbers have risen 
over the 160 mark, there are lots of places 
left and not that many harriers have 
entered. Please join us on what may be a 
momentous day for EHH and embark on 
a race that might go on for years.  
 
http://www.burtonconstable.com/stables-and-
parkland/burton-constable-whale  
 
 
Entries for both the 10K trail race and the Under 15s kids 2.75km trail race are now live 
online and postal entry forms are available for download too.  
Closing date is the 12th July so you have plenty of time to enter. 
So far, we have a 2015 - 2 for 1 entry voucher for Burton Constable Hall going into the 
goodie bags and competitors and spectators will have free entry to the grounds on the day, 
also Burton Constable are planning some additional activities such as archery to add to the 
fun.  
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HELPING IN EVENTS  - DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
  
An important part of being a club member is volunteering to help ensure our events go 
smoothly and the good name of East Hull Harriers & AC is maintained.  To that end I would 
like volunteers for the following: 
  
Major Stone Half Marathon 23rd August  – our classic event once more taking place from 
Lockington in the picturesque Yorkshire Wolds.   We require quite a team for this event, 
from marshals to drink station operators, recorders, car park attendants, etc.   I’ll be putting a 
list up in the clubhouse but will also contact members by different means.  Please try to assist 
if you can, as these events are only possible with the ‘red army’ coming out in force. 
  
Hull Marathon 13th September – I have volunteered the club to run a drinks station on 
Clarence Street, which is approximately 6 miles into the route. I have been advised by the 
organisers that we will need around 10 people so volunteers are required.   I see this as an 
ideal chance to be part of the race while still being able to get into town for the finish if 
desired.   We need to give a good display of red so please help if you can.   
  
I am contactable via email (ehh1960@hotmail.com), Twitter (@ehh1893), text (07595 
015841) or via Facebook Messenger. 
  
I’ll also be putting out the call on Facebook but don’t be shy, contact me first! 
  
Richard Alsop 
 
 
EHH new kit 
 
For those who have not seen it 
:- 
The Club have recently 
purchased a new Marquee, this 
piece of kit will come in very 
handy when the Harriers travel 
away from home especially as 
the numbers on these days are 
on the up. 
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CLUBHOUSE    ETIQUETTE 

 
Please take note this is a gentle reminder to  keep the clubhouse clean and tidy. There are still 
a few people sitting in the chairs at club house and sweating on the table after they have been 
for a run especially now the weather is getting humid, these are great facility's for you to use 
to freshen up, this is not aimed at any one in particular, so no one is take offence.  Thank you. 
 
The Club is managed on a voluntary basis although money made from the canteen 
helps to provide a cleaner who comes in twice a week.  It helps if all members 
could be responsible for keeping the clubhouse and its furniture clean and in a 
good condition.      
 
Shoes       

Please do not wear studs in the main area as this will damage the 
flooring. 
Please remove all muddy shoes before entering the main area. 
 
 

Seating 
If you have just returned from a run please do not sit on the 
cloth chairs as this leaves them wet and sweaty for others – 
not pleasant if you have just showered and changed.   

                                        
      
NO SITTING 

 
Showers 

Please dry off as much as possible within the shower areas, 
particularly in the men’s as water is running off into the cupboard. 
 
 
 
 

 
Cups 
Please return empty cups to the canteen for washing and if there is 
no-one serving please help by washing up.   
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Tips for Hydration 
 
   Most runners can feel the connection 
between adequate hydration and performance, 
but the scientific question of how and when to 
hydrate has long been debated. To run strong 
and feel your best doing it, assess your 
hydration needs and review helpful tips for 
adequate fluid intake. 
 
 
 
Pre-Hydration to Avoid Dehydration 
Fluid loss from dehydration can cause a drop in blood volume, forcing your heart to beat 
faster and making it more difficult for your body to cool off. If you begin running in a 
dehydrated state, these effects can wreak havoc on your performance. Drink 16 ounces of 
fluid one to two hours before exercise to make sure you're starting out with adequate 
hydration. If you didn't plan ahead, drinking a few ounces of water 15 to 30 minutes before 
your run can still have a positive impact. 
 
Stay on Schedule 
Drink fluids at planned intervals throughout your run. If you wait until you experience 
enough thirst to prompt you to drink, you may become dehydrated.  It is proven that 
consuming small amounts of liquid at intervals can help your body more effectively absorb 
them and prevent stomach sloshing. Set your watch to remind yourself to drink every 15 
minutes, especially when you're running in hot environments or for longer than an hour. 
 
Drink Enough 
Fluid needs vary from runner to runner. The more you sweat, the more liquids you should 
consume. Drink enough every 15 to 20 minutes to limit weight loss from sweat to 2 percent 
of your starting body weight. For many, 
consumption of about 4 ounces every 20 minutes 
is adequate, but it's important for you determine 
your unique needs. 
 
Water vs. Sports Beverages 
For most people, drinking water during runs is 
adequate -- but there are a few advantages to 
sports beverages. Sports drinks help replace the 
electrolytes and minerals you lose when you 
sweat. They also provide simple carbohydrates 
to give your working muscles the quick energy 
they need to sustain longer runs. For endurance 
runs and short, high-intensity training sessions, a 
sports beverage may be a better option than 
water. 
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Precautions and Tips 
Don't force yourself to drink more water than you need, as this can lead to gastrointestinal 
distress and water toxicity, called hyponatremia, a dangerous electrolyte imbalance that 
causes blood sodium levels to plummet. Symptoms of hyponatremia include headache, 
swollen extremities, wheezing, confusion and extreme fatigue. In severe cases, hyponatremia 
can result in seizure, coma and death.  
 
Generally you don't need to drink enough fluids during exercise to completely offset fluid 
loss from sweat. But each runner's physiology and tolerance is different, so it's important to 
pay attention to your own 
body's signals. 
 
 
 
 
Best way to hydrate after a 
race is one of particular 
choice as some of our 
members discovered after the 
Humber Bridge ½ Marathon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For Sale 
 
 
If any of our Ladies are interested here is a 
brand new pair of trainers for sale.  
Size 5.5 Nike Structure Triax 11 which are 
brand new and have never been worn. They 
are priced at £25.  
 
If anyone is interested please send me a note 
via the e-mail address below. 
 
kelvin@yendis.karoo.co.uk 
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Forthcoming Fixtures 
 
Sunday 5th July  Withernsea 5 mile 10.45 am with a 3k Fun Run at 9.45 both starting near   
the two towers on the sea front. 
Tuesday 7th July Champagne League Race 9 Kiplincotes 5.1 mile @ 7.00pm 
Wednesday 8th July Laxton 10k 
Friday 10th July Walkington 10k 7.30 pm 
Sunday 12th July Leeds 10k 
Tuesday 14th July Summer League Race 7 Skirlaugh 8 mile @7.15pm 
Wednesday 15th July Scunthorpe 10k @ 7.00pm 
Saturday 18th July Yorkshire Wolds ½ Marathon @ Bishop Wilton 
Sunday 19th July Burton Constable 10k and Fun Run 
Tuesday 21st Champagne League Race 10 Lockington 4 .3 Miles @ 7.00pm 
Saturday 25th  July to Sunday 26th Thunder Run 
Tuesday 28th July Summer League Race 8 Hedon 4 mile @ 7.15pm 
 
 
 
 
Remember	  any	  interesting	  stories	  or	  race	  reports,	  	  

Profiles	  etc.	  please	  send	  to	  me.	  That’s	  all	  for	  this	  month	  

Kelvin	  	  

kelvin@yendis.karoo.co.uk	  

01482	  709578	  

 
 


